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Courses for all abilities
.
.
glassblowing fusing casting . lampworking
experienced tutors . visiting masters
studio hire . extensive facilities
Eliot Walker ‘Lemon Tea’

www.theglasshub.co.uk
01225 768888
Upcoming masterclasses:
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Scott BENEFIELD Ruth SHELLEY
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Amanda MUDDIMER Martin JANECKÝ
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Front Cover: The Fading Call of the Curlew, Life Size
Photo Credit: Hannah Bloom

SPONSORS
We would like to thank our generous sponsors for their
donations. Without them this publication and the CGS
Glass Prize would not have been possible.

Professor Michael Barnes MD FRCP, The Worshipful
Company of Glass Sellers of London, Charity Fund,
Creative Glass UK, Pearsons, Crafts, Neues Glas - New
Glass: Art & Architecture and Alan J. Poole.

COMMENTS FROM THE JUDGES
I’m delighted the CGS New
Graduate Review is now
in it’s fourth year, and I’m
so pleased to be able to
view the fabulous work of
the latest UK and Ireland
graduates. This year was
fabulous with an amazing
range of techniques being
used and a broad spectrum
of concepts. Katie Spiers
caught my eye as the
pieces she has created are
exquisite not only in their
use of line but they way she has then explored using
light to bring them to life. I do hope I get to see them
in real life one day!
Sarah Brown, CGS Board Member and Artist

Once again we had a good
number of applications. This
year I thought the standard
was actually the best yet.
Decisions were difficult! In
fact the applications were
so close that we enlarged
the Commended category
by two as it was impossible
to cull the numbers any
further! The winner and
runners up were really
exceptional and many
congratulations to them and to the others selected. To
those not selected, there were no poor submissions at
all and everyone deserved something but we had to
choose! A great job by everyone. I thoroughly enjoyed
the judging and every year it encourages me that our
glass community can thrive - and, I hope, prosper.
Professor Michael Barnes, CGS Board Member
and Glass Collector

The standard and technical
ability of the applying
Students was good and
made life for our panel
most difficult. Equally, I
was delighted that neither
the UK or Ireland could
be ‘type cast‘ as many
different glass techniques
and surface patterns were
being used. After an almost
unanimous decision of who
should be first, second
and third, it was decidedly more difficult picking
which other Students should be selected for the
‚New Graduate Review‘ publication, so much so, that
eventually, given our points system, we couldn‘t
decide, so therefore, in all, twenty Students will be
featured, rather than the usual eighteen.
Many congratulations to all the Students and
many thanks for those that applied. I wish them all
every success in their future careers.
Alan J Poole, CGS Board Member and Glass Collector
It was an honour to be
asked to help in the
decision process for the
CGS prize.
The standard of work
submitted is heartening
and bodes well for the
future of UK glass. The
range of techniques and
diversity of design was
truly impressive and
made the decision process
challenging. I wish all the
graduates who took part well in their future careers
and look forward to seeing how their work develops.
Bruce Marks, London Glassblowing
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Swallow in Flight, Life Size Photo Credit: Adam Synnott

WINNER
KATIE SPIERS
Graduating From:
National College of Glass and Design, Dublin
Instagram: @katiespiersart
Email: katiespiersart@gmail.com

THE FADING CALL OF THE CURLEW
Katie Spiers was brought up in Dublin from a Scottish/
Irish background. Katie has recently completed a BA
in Glass at the National College of Art and Design,
particularly interested in lampworking, painting on glass
and life drawing. Katie comes from a strong model
making background having studied in Dún Laoghaire
Institute of Art, Design and Technology and working
in the Lambert Puppet Theatre, carving and designing
puppets.
She was awarded two scholarships to attend
the Corning Museum of Glass, NY. In 2018 studying
under Simone Crestani and Ferran Collado, where she
refined her lampworking and gained an interest in the
networking glass technique. This summer she will
return to Corning to take Emilo Santini’s class, where
she will learn figurative glass sculpting and visit glass
studios on the East Coast of America.
“My research explored bird species that are rapidly
disappearing from the landscape as a direct result of
modern living; in particular the curlew. In literature the
cry of the curlew is often employed as a signifier of
imminent doom. My installation calls attention to the

fact that curlew numbers have dropped by ninety-seven
percent since the early eighties. I commenced research
explorations by painting directly on the surface of glass
with enamels and experimenting with organic materials
to provoke unexpected reactions. Later, I created the
curlews by drawing with glass in space to exploit
concepts of movement, conflict and fragility.
Katie lampworks borosilicate, she draws with the glass
creating energetic sculptural birds. The networking
technique mirrors the use of line drawing creating a
sense of movement and time in three dimensions. The
fragility of the sculptures speaks to the pressures the
modern world has exerted on the dwindling numbers of
birds. The gaps in the sculptures create shadows that
suggest their disappearance.

The Fading Call of the Curlew, Life size
Photo Credit: Hannah Bloom

The Golden Eagle, Life Size Photo Credit: Katie Spiers
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SECOND PRIZE
BETHAN YATES
Graduating From: Swansea College of Art,
University of Wales Trinity St David
Website: www.bethanyatesglass.co.uk
Email: bethanyatesglass@outlook.com

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
As a glass artist
primarily working
and experimenting
with contemporary
processes such
as slumping,
bonding and cold
working Bethan
has a background
in textiles and her
main themes focus
on the translation of
materials and textures
into glass and the
relationship between
coloured glass and
light. Her glass centres
around the making
process with sampling and experimentation heavily
influence the direction of her work. She likes to
create tactile pieces of glass that promote a sensory
experience to the viewer. ‘Under the Microscope’ is a
layered art piece influenced by microscopic images
of coral. The piece aims to create an otherworldly
environment full of delicate forms, mimicking the
fragile lives of coral reefs, slowly decreasing in the
sea as a result of climate change. She has created
intricate pieces of embellished embroidery which
are then translated into glass. Experimenting with
creating three dimensional elements in glass to
achieve a tactile effect, the glass was then layered
to reveal an underwater dimension the viewer feels
they can reach into. The microscopic imagery was
used to create designs in Illustrator which were then
cut into glass using the waterjet. These pieces were
slumped and bonded to evoke an ethereal feeling as
the light passes through the glass and moves with
the eye. Layers of intricate, hand painted imagery
were also added to enhance the feeling of depth.

Under the Microscope 90x70cm Photo Credit: Colin Telford

Under the Microscope 90x70cm Photo Credit: Colin Telford
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Pull 30 x 18 x 22cm Photo Credit: Jo Howell

THIRD PRICE
CALUM DAWES
Graduating From: University of Sunderland
Instagram: @caldooors
Email: caldawes@outlook.com

PULL
Calum is a visual
artist working within
the disciplines of hot
glass and illustration,
experimenting combining
his existing illustration
practice, heavily
influenced by the work of
illustrators such as Jean
Giraud, with more
recent discovery of
glassblowing. This work
depicts a closed system
pulled out of balance
by one constant pressure, the marine life being
pulled further from its source. The piece comprises
a free blown encalmo vessel, painted with low fire
vitreous enamels and with flame worked rope and
boat sculptural details. The image interacts with and
exaggerates the form of the vessel, while the form
itself becomes part of the story.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
CATHERINE EVANS
Graduating From: De Montfort University
Instagram: @cjedesigns
Email: catherine.jne.evans@gmail.com

TACIT
Catherine always creates
work with her family in
mind, they are a crucial
part of her life. As a Glass
Designer with an interest
in creating ethereal forms
that sit as stand-alone,
beautiful objects her
use of hot glass leads to
fluid, fabric-like pieces
due to the uncontrolled

and rapid creation process, forcing her to work quickly
and efficiently within the workshop. She says “My
work originates in using my own and my mother‘s hands
which have a basis in feelings of comfort and linking
with our innate desire for human contact and touch. My
methods of working are fluid and dynamic, much like the
resulting pieces. Hands are our most powerful and hardwearing tool, yet when combined with a glass form are no
longer functional.” The glass is strong in different ways, but
through human eyes will be viewed as delicate and fragile.”

Tip Of The Iceberg 38cm x 19cm
Photo Credit: David Usher
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HIGHLY COMMENDED
NAME JI HUANG
Graduating From: Royal College of Art
Website: huangjiglass.weebly.com
Email: ji.huang@network.rca.ac.uk

XIPI
Ji is fascinated and inspired
by both the long history of
glass making, and the daily
experience of working with
glass. He is determined not
only to master techniques but
also to invent something new,
incorporating influences from
his own culture. Intrigued by
a style of lacquer decoration
called Xi Pi and captivated by the idea of generations
of craftspeople accumulating technical knowledge
and experience in different materials. His current
work focuses on developing a glass making process
inspired by Xipi lacquer, to achieve a unique surface
quality in the glass. The process is extremely labour
intensive.
Red Xipi Glass Jar 19 x 24 x 25cm Photo Credit: Alick

HIGHLY COMMENDED
NAME ROISIN MOORE
Graduating From:
National College of Glass and Design, Dublin
Instagram: @roisin.moore_glass_and_ceramic
Email: roisinm@hotmail.com

URBAN EXTENSION
Urban Extension, 25 x 12 x 3.5cm
Photo Credit: Philip Lauterbach

Roisin works in cast glass and
is influenced by architectural
imagery. She plays with form
and colour to add narrative to
her artworks and uses her daily
commute as a means to observe,
document and transpose ideas
of shadow and light into glass.
Roisin aims to capture the
essence of movement and light
within architectural landscapes.
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HIGHLY COMMENDED
NAME GEORGINA WHITE
Graduating From:
De Montfort University
Instagram:
@geoginawhite.glassworks
Email:
geoginawhite.glassworks@
gmail.com

GREY YELLOW LENSING
Georgina’s new collection of hand blown glass
vessels are influenced by car lights. This informed
where the colour travels through the piece and
its form. The processes involved are complex and
need a lot of preparation in advance with premade
objects such as overlay cups that have been carved
into using a lathe and sandblaster, using a process
called Graal.

Grey Yellow Lensing, 29 x 14cm. Photo Credit: Tony Whitely

HIGHLY COMMENDED
COLIN WILKES
Graduating From: Plymouth College of Art
Website:ckwglass.wordpress.com
Email: colin.wil23@yahoo.com

UNIFY
As a former builder who
specialised in working with
concrete, Colin decided
it was time for a change,
“I chose glass as it was a
material I had never used as
a builder and I was looking
for something to challenge
me.” Colin started
to experiment with different
materials that he had used in his previous career
to see if any could be combined with glass
blowing. He discovered using his existing skills
with concrete was not only cost effective but
it meant he could be more sustainable with
the sculptures he was creating.
Unify, 26 x 16cm Photo Credit: Colin Wilkes
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COMMENDED
LAURA QUINN
Graduating From: Plymouth College of Art
Website: www.lauraquinndesign.com
Email: laura.angela.quinn@gmail.com

Vortex Whiskey Tumbler 8cm x 8cm x 10cm Photo Credit: Laura Quinn

SLUMP
Laura is an eco-conscious
glass maker and designer who
is interested in combining the
risks and variabilities associated
with the hand made, and the
certainty associated with digital
design. Through her research
she has designed ways in which
digital technologies such as 3D
printing and laser cutting can
increase the sustainability of her practice. This work
showcases the digital interventions that allow the work
to be made more efficiently, and enable repair through
modular construction. Is glass flexible? Is it wearable
or interactive?

COMMENDED
GREGORY ALLISS
Graduating From:
Edinburgh College of Art
Website: www.gregoryalliss.com
Email:
Gregory@gregoryalliss.com

TRANSPARENT FLOW

Photo Credit: Gregory Alliss

Gregory predominately works with kiln casting and
cold working techniques using optical glass and
glass from recycled televisions . He is interested
in how traditional glass making techniques have
influenced manufacturing processes for industry and
how industrial techniques can now be re-introduced
into studio glass making. Grayscale, the title of his
current work is a practice-based investigation into the
properties and perception of art objects made from kiln
cast glass. Glass is cherished for its transparent and
translucent properties, often looked through and not at.
“My work draws the viewer inside. I want them to
find something interesting beyond the shiny façade.”
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COMMENDED
EILINA JONES
Graduating From: Manchester School of Art
Website: www.eilinajonesglass.com
Email: eilinajonesglass@gmail.com

Notions of Negativity 30 x 9cm Photo Credit: Eilina Jones

NOTIONS OF NEGATIVITY
Eilina creates work that is inspired
by the natural landscape. She
is introducing texture into glass
forms through the incorporation
of rocks. The concept behind
this work is about transforming
negative into positive. Negative
elements are the connotations
associated with walls
disconnecting people, preventing socialisation with
others and free movement. To begin the transformation
into positivity she looked at dry-stone walling, her
process involves using a miniature dry-stone to create
a mould, blowing glass into this takes on the negative
textures of the waste slate. The final transformation into
positivity comes from it being a decanter set.

COMMENDED
GRACE SHARP
Graduating From:
Manchester School of Art
Website:
www.gracesharpglass.com
Email: gracesharp72@gmail.com

UNEASE

Unease 15x11cm - 30x15cm
Photo Credit: Grace Sharp

Unease is a collaborative installation by glass artist,
Grace Sharp, and musician, Con Daniels, that showcases
the corruptive and crippling nature of external forces,
in regards to the mind. Five, opaque glass forms are
displayed with varying levels of manipulation to their
surface, accompanied by five audio tracks, relating
to the level of manipulation the individual piece has
sustained. These factors combined aim to create a
sense of unease within the viewer, which is similar to
the emotional experience one could have when external
forces pressure the mind.
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Hiding Behind Glass 19x 22.5 x 2.5cm
Photo Credit: Yuxun Ye

COMMENDED
YUXUN YE
Graduating From: Royal College of Art
Email: yeyuxun_95@163.com

HIDING BEHIND GLASS
He is interested in light and
space and trying to look at
the visual dimension of that
how does light affect people‘s
perception of things. Light is
a magic thing, you can see it
but you can‘t really see it. As
an important optical medium,
glass is an excellent material
for us to play with light. “I try to
show the ordinary objects from
an extraordinary perspective by presenting
the refracted visual effects and how light is affected
by the optical properties of glass.” When the branches
behind the glass are set at a specific angle to the
rods, part of the branch disappears and is replaced by
the refraction; it challenges our perception of the real
world. We can see an object because our eyes receive
light from the surface of the object, but once the path
of the reflected light is disrupted, our perception is
disrupted. Are we still seeing the original object? Is
what we seeing the truth?

COMMENDED
JINYA ZHAO
Graduating From:
Royal College of Art
Website: www.jinyazhao.com
Email: jinya.zhao@network.rca.ac.uk

NON-EXISTANCE EXISTANCE
Jinya sees glass as an ideal
medium to explore the themes
of environment, emotions and
personal experiences. Her
current collection uses different
glass qualities and metals in
order to explore the subtle
relationships and tensions
between colour, form and
structure. She uses opaque and transparent layered
blown glass to deliberately obscure the interior of the
specific enigmatic forms. Additionally, Jinya combines
sharp angled metal in combination with soft curved
glass to create a heightened sense of material balance.
This creates a paradoxical interpretation of what is
interior or exterior. To this end Jinya aims to evoke the
‘non-existent existence’.

Non-existent Existence III15x16x12cm Photo Credit: Hao Ma
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COMMENDED
NAOMI BISHOP
Graduating From: De Montfort University
Instagram: @omi.glass
Email: naomibishop@hotmail.co.uk

CELEBRATION OF BAROQUE
Naomi is greatly inspired
by architecture in her work,
and endeavours to make
pieces that work with the
environment it could be in.
“With my collection of work
I have aimed to emphasise
the detail and craftsmanship
involved in Baroque Architecture,
in addition to celebrating its
dramatic decorative qualities.”
She has striven to reflect the solid and fluid forms of
Baroque using cast and blown techniques in neutral
tones and soft shapes.

Celebration of Baroque, 120 x 90cm
Photo Credit: Alex Hannam

COMMENDED
ESTELLE BURTON
Graduating From: University Centre Hastings
Website: www.estelleburton.com
Email: estellemburton@gmail.com

THE UNBREAKABLE BOND

The Unbreakable Bond 15 x 18 and 10 x 10cm Photo Credit: Georgina Piper

Fecund 50 x 100x 40cm Photo Credit: Georgina Piper

Estelle’s practice is strongly
influenced by the notion
of transience and
imperfection; most notably the
Japanese aesthetic of Wabi-Sabi.
This collection of fragile jewellery
and delicate vessels seeks to
capture the beauty to be found
in the acceptance of change.
Cocoon-like vessels present an
intimate story of fertility and
symbolise the connection between mother and child.
“Reflecting on my own experiences as a mother I find
that as my son has become more independent, my
work has started to acknowledge this passing of this
stage of my life and an identity in flux.”
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COMMENDED
YINAN CHU
Graduating From: Edinburgh School of Art
Website: yinanchu.com
Email: cynyann@hotmail.com

TIME AND NIGHTMARE / ESCAPING
Yinan Chu has travelled
across the world in pursuit of
his passion for glass. These
experiences have informed his
artistic practice of glassmaking.
Mr. Chu uses these skills to
compose a narrative of his
episodes of sleep paralysis. Chu
strives to transform his own
life experiences as a Chinese
artist in the western world into
sculptural representations of his own untraditional
fairytales just as glass has the ability to transform
as a material. ‘There is innate terror in the body
turned against itself. Imagine you are lucid, eyes
open, heart pounding, but you cannot move. you are
powerless against the visions that torment me and
each moment increases the crushing pressure on

COMMENDED
BETH GATES
Graduating From:
University for the Creative Arts, Farnham
Website: bethgatesglass.com
Email: bethgatesstudios@gmail.com

BIG, BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL
“Growing up within a family
of Neon Glassblowers with my
father still in the industry today,
I have always been fascinated
by the malleability of glass and
the properties it possesses.”
Within Beth’s recent work she
has explored a two-step method
to create vibrant, distinct patterns
of colours allowing her to form
sculptures with layers that do
not merge or bleed into each-other, this exciting but
complex method was used to create teardrop shaped,
blown sculptures that explore Beth’s love for
natural and organic forms.

Big, Bold and Beautiful 40 x 20cm Photo Credit Phil Ashley

my chest. You are alone with my fear, a victim of this
mysterious disconnect between mind and body.”
This figurative material transfixed me and has taken
me on a journey to transform my nightmares into
something both tangible and hauntingly beautiful.
Escaping 13 x 8 x 6 inches Photo Credit: Yinan Chu
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COMMENDED
LAUREN PUCKETT
Graduating From: Edinburgh College of Art
Website: laurenpuckett.com
Email: Lauren@laurenpuckett.com

THE CONTAMINANT AS ACTOR
Building on discourses of
beauty, this series takes as
its jumping off point, the
problematic of imperfections
in craft aesthetics —asking the
question: Can fundamental flaws
in the construct of a work add to
the overall depth and richness of
a piece? By removing flint from
the contact layer between plaster
mould and glass the intentional
fractures and fusions are caused so as to challenge
high gloss notions of perfection.

The Contaminant As Actor 21 x 21 x 4cm Photo Credit: Lauren Puckett

COMMENDED
MARTA RIPPETOE
Graduating From:
University for the Creative Arts, Farnham
Instagram: @glass.marta
Email: cantact.glass.marta@gmail.com

PERFECTLY IMPERFECT NO.1
Born and raised just north of
Houston, Texas Marta has been
learning about a variety of glass
processes across both the USA
and the UK for the past 5 years.
She is especially fascinated with
neon and has been incorporating
neon tubes in recent works.
“Perfectly Imperfect is a series
of work that allows myself
and others to engage with a
reduced representation and exploration of my anxiety.”
Now Marta endeavours to experiment and continue
using neon in creative, unusual ways.

Perfectly Imperfect No.1 40 x 15cm Photo Credit: Marta Rippetoe

MEMBERSHIP OPENS UP A WORLD OF
INFORMATION AND OPPORTUNITY WITHIN
THE CONTEMPORARY GLASS SCENE.

JOIN
TODAY!

Manga Lamb – All the Rage, Carrie Fertig

Visit www.cgs.org.uk to join
or contact admin@cgs.org.uk

